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Abstract
This paper explores the influence of mobile phones on the micro-trading activities of women traders in Nigeria. This exploratory study adopts a qualitative research approach. A theoretical model based on the Technology Acceptance Model is used to analyse two case studies of the micro-trading activities of Nigerian market women. The findings suggest that, first, the benefits obtained by market women tend to be partly influenced by the extent of mobile access and usage by trading partners in their value chain. Second, the knowledge of the trader plays a critical role in determining the type of mobile functionality used. Market women who innovatively integrate mobile services, like mobile banking, stand to reform their market structural processes and become more economically empowered. In micro-trading activities, enhancing communication and trading processes through mobile phones improves revenue acquisition and enhances decision making and control. The research concludes with an emphasis for research and practice to increase the mobile capabilities of those at the ‘bottom of the pyramid’ to beyond voice calls and text messaging. Research propositions and lessons for future research are also outlined. This paper generates new insights about the usage of mobile telephony for the enhancement of economic effectiveness of micro-traders.
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The ‘mobiles for development’ movement should consider educating traders on mobile functions and services that can enhance their trading activities.

Introduction
The last five years have witnessed a tremendous growth in telephone and mobile phone ownership and use in developing countries (International Telecommunication Union 2011, 2012). No technology has ever spread faster around the globe than the mobile phone. Until the mid-1990s, telephones in developing economies were primarily in cities or urban areas. Some African countries had only a single telephone for every 1,000 people (Panos Brief 2005). As of 2007, there were approximately 38 telephone subscribers and 275 mobile subscribers per every 1,000
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people in Africa (International Telecommunication Union 2007). In Nigeria, there has been a dramatic growth of over 4000 percent in nine years—increasing from a mobile penetration rate of approximately 13 mobile subscribers per 1,000 inhabitants in 2002 to 586 mobile subscribers per 1,000 in 2011 (International Telecommunication Union 2011). Recent reports from the Nigerian Communications Commission note that current mobile subscribers in Nigeria are more than 100 million–106,892,750—as of September 2012 (Nigerian Communications Commission 2012). Considering this rapid diffusion of mobile phones, there is a potential impact on socio-economic development if developing countries can harness this technology. This potential impact becomes pronounced when the information needs of micro-enterprises are taken into account.

Previous research on mobile telephony and mobile commerce has encompassed themes like mobile phones and service quality (Seth et al. 2007), mobile commerce (m-commerce) opportunities (Frolick and Chen 2004), implications of m-commerce for markets and marketing (Mylonakis 2004), and analysing the m-commerce value chain (Barnes 2002). Other m-commerce studies have focused on Asia (Xu 2003; Kini and Thanarithporn 2004) which is the continent with the largest mobile phone markets.

Research on mobile phones in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has covered mobile phones, fishermen and farmers in Ghana (Boadi et al. 2007); mobiles and market traders in Ghana (Boateng 2011); cellphone banking in South Africa (Ivatury and Pickens 2006); mobile phones and development in Nigeria (Heeks and Jagun 2007; Jagun et al. 2007); mobile phone ownership and social capital in Tanzania and South Africa (Goodman 2005); and m-commerce implementation in Nigeria (Charles et al. 2007). These studies highlight a call for more studies exploring the impact of mobile phones on micro-enterprises and micro-trading activities. Heeks’ and Jagun’s (2007) study on the impact of mobile phones on the cloth-weaving sector suggests that mobile phones have an economizing effect on supply chain processes but no significant restructuring effect on the organization of supply chains. The authors recommend that, since the study presents one of the first case studies of the impact of mobile phones on the supply chain of micro-enterprises, future research should explore the impact of mobile phones on the supply chain in other forms of trading to draw firm conclusions. This need for more research on other groups of occupations or forms of micro-trading is also emphasized by Boadi et al. (2007) and Boateng (2011).

Yet again, in a recent review of mobile phones and financial services in developing countries, Duncombe and Boateng (2009) point out the preponderance of research studies documenting the design and adoption of mobile phones without examining needs and impact on the poor. They argue that it is challenging to conceptualize the needs and impact of mobile phones with one theoretical model or theory since a complexity of factors affect the poor and their livelihood activities. Thus, future research will require a more comprehensive approach to study the adoption, usage and impact of mobile phones in developing countries or resource-poor contexts. In a study of mobiles and micro-trading in Ghana, Boateng (2011) attempted to respond to this call. The study offers evidence of how mobiles contributed to transformational and incremental effects on the trading activities of market women and also suggested the need for more studies to explore such findings in other contexts to enhance understanding.

We respond to these calls for research by Boadi et al (2007), Heeks and Jagun (2007) and Duncombe and Boateng (2009) by researching mobile commerce, adoption, use and impact on the trading activities of Nigerian market women. This paper explores the dynamics between mobile phones and micro-trading among Nigerian market women. Nigeria has been chosen as the research site because it exhibits relative resource poverty as compared to other developing countries and has the largest mobile industry in Africa (Reed 2008). Nkamnebe (2008) notes that Nigerian women represent about 65 percent of the active population, and despite their multidimensional roles are forced into the informal economy and thus into poorer livelihoods. Charles et al. (2007) note that there are enormous opportunities for m-commerce in Nigeria based on the rate of diffusion of mobile devices. As Africa’s most populated country, the rapid diffusion of mobile technologies presents a higher potential of harnessing the technology for development concerns and providing lessons for other developing countries.

This exploratory study adopts a qualitative research approach to explore the adoption, use and impact of mobile phones on the trading activities of Nigerian market women. The underpinning research question is “how do mobile phones influence the micro-trading activities of market women in
A theoretical model based on the Technology Acceptance Model is used to analyze case studies of two Nigerian market women.

The paper is divided into six sections. Section one covers the introduction of the paper. In section two we examine mobile commerce and develop research constructs on mobile phone adoption and usage. Section three presents the research framework and methods for the research. Section four presents the case studies of market women. The analysis of the case studies is presented in section five. The conclusions and directions for future research are discussed in section six.

### Concept of mobile commerce

Several definitions of m-commerce have been put forward by different scholars (see Boadi et al. 2007; Charles et al. 2007). These definitions consider m-commerce as being either just one of these conceptualizations—a technology, a product or a service—or as a combination of the three. This research conceptualizes m-commerce as all the activities related to a potential commercial transaction conducted through telecommunications networks for the exchange of information, goods and services that interface with wireless or mobile devices (Tarasewich et al. 2002; Turban et al. 2002).

Hence, m-commerce is not just a transaction, but extends to the provision of services and information. Mobile phones present a number of features through which diverse functionalities, applications and services are provided. These functionalities and services provide customers with added value and benefits. In examining the features of m-commerce, Bertrand et al. (2001) state that m-commerce is a unique combination of time, location and personalization. Other research has indicated more features—currentness, immediacy, instant connectivity and identification—which are also related to time, location and personalization (Turban et al. 2002; Michael and David 2003; Stanoevska-Slabev 2003; Zeng et al. 2003). These features of m-commerce are summarized in Table 1.

Concerning localization, the deployment of geographical information technologies, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), enables companies to know users’ whereabouts and offer goods and services specific to their location (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 2002). Convenience and cost are benefits that can be derived from this functionality, as services can be conveniently matched to user or customer locations and cost savings can accrue at the same time. Concerning immediacy, time and accessibility, mobile phones enhance the mobility of consumers, offering opportunities to access, share or exchange information in transactions at a distance and on time. These features contribute to reduction in the costs of travelling or commuting.

Concerning personalization, Zeng et al. (2003) describe personalization as preparation of information. Personalization is defined as the extent to which the communication between consumers and sellers is shaped to the consumers’ preferences, needs, and shopping habits. It ensures that consumers receive...
the most relevant and appropriate message (Kim et al. 2001). Personalization not only enhances their perception of the seller (Xu 2003), but also decreases their searching costs—the effort to navigate wireless sites (Venkatesh and Ramesh 2006). Convenience and communication are benefits derived from this feature of m-commerce.

These features of m-commerce generate added value and benefits. Boadi et al. (2007) discussed the added-value and benefits of m-commerce as comprising cost savings (and improving operational efficiency), convenience (in work and productivity) and communication (improving information quality and relationships). The authors note that these benefits relate to the “3Cs used by Kalakota and Whinston (2002) to examine the direct impact of IT–m-commerce in this context—on business performance” (Boadi et al. 2007: 255). In relating features to the potential benefits to be accrued, this research proposes a feature-benefit model, demonstrated in Table 2.

Cost refers to the cost-reduction and operational efficiencies which a customer or firm may accrue from m-commerce adoption. Convenience refers to anytime and anywhere access to information at the point of need. Communication refers to improving information quality and relationships. Improving marketplace information has the potential of reducing the costs of searching for products and services, and the costs in timeliness of decisions related to negotiating transactional terms and fulfilling transactions (Kulviwat et al. 2004). Through personalization, immediacy and accessibility, m-commerce enhances communication, which contributes to deepening trust and the relationship between participants in a transaction.

In consideration of our current research endeavour the model presents the potential benefits to be obtained from m-commerce adoption. The next section examines how these benefits influence the micro-trading activities of market women and why market women engage in m-commerce activities.

### M-commerce Adoption and Usage in Micro-trading

#### What Is the Impact of Mobiles Phones on Micro-trading Activities?

Jagun et al. (2007) note in their study on mobile telephony and a micro-enterprise in Nigeria that, there are three main steps of trading that rely heavily on information (Norton 1992; Casson 1997). These steps of trading, outlined below, are the focal stages of trade which can be primarily influenced by mobile phones:

1. **Pre-trade**: information acquired prior to trading.
2. **During-trade**: information communicated during trading for items and forms of exchange, as part of negotiation.
3. **Post-trade**: information acquired after trading on agreements and/or maintaining relationships.

These steps of trading emphasize that information plays a key role in shaping and structuring commerce (Williamson 1975). The timeliness of information (speed); effort and resources to obtain trade information (cost); and risk associated with information uncertainties and asymmetries (informed decision-making) characterize the informational challenges associated with trade (Jagun et al. 2007). M-commerce changes the dynamics of how information is accessed or obtained in trade. In reference to our feature-benefit model (Table 2), its impact on micro-trading stems from the benefits obtained from the cost, convenience and communication of market information. This impact can be assessed as:

1. Enhancing communication of information—increasing speed and reducing cost.
2. Enhancing trading processes—informed decision-making, uncertainties and asymmetries are removed.
3. Reforming structural processes—the removal of intermediaries and deepening of transactional relationships.

Boadi et al. (2007) noted that m-commerce enabled fishermen in Ghana to ‘virtually’ negotiate the prices of fish with fishmongers before fishing trawlers reach the shoreline. The authors also note similar findings among Ghanaian farmers. For the market woman, ‘virtual negotiations’ may contribute to personalization of services for prospective customers and trading suppliers—which may include price differentiation, reservations and, perhaps, special deliveries to

### Table 2. M-commerce Feature-benefit Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediacy, Time,</td>
<td>Cost, Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquity, Accessibility</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>Convenience, Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>Convenience, Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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customers. Arguably this may reduce the haggling over prices which characterizes traditional market environments. This potential impact of mobiles on trade is also partly influenced by the extent of usage of mobiles to communicate information in pre-trade, during-trade and post-trade activities. The feature-benefit model, discussed above, can be used to evaluate the potential added-value and benefits to be accrued from m-commerce adoption. The three trading activities (from an informational perspective) can be used to examine the extent of usage of mobile phones in trade. Based on this discussion, it can be proposed that:

**Proposition 1**: The extent of integration of mobile phones into trading activities will influence the benefits obtained and impact realized by traders.

**Why adopt and use m-commerce in micro-trading activities?**

Conceptual/theoretical and empirical research (Wu and Wang 2005; Snowden and Spafford 2006; Bhatti 2007) investigating m-commerce adoption factors has predominately used the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), among other technology adoption models like Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) and Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB). The Technology Acceptance Model presents an integrated model to explore the factors which influence consumer adoption and usage of m-commerce. TAM was formulated by Davis (1989) from the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980).

TAM theorizes that the acceptance level of any technology is fundamentally affected by the user’s perception of ease of use and usefulness (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980). TAM suggests that user adoption of a new technology is determined by the user’s intention to use the technology, which in turn is determined by the user’s beliefs about the technology. Extant research explains that TAM has proved that increasing the perceived ease of use (PEOU) of a technology will increase its perceived usefulness (PU), and translate into an increased behavioural intention (BI), thereby resulting in a higher margin of technology acceptance (Wu and Wang 2005). Therefore TAM could be useful in predicting user’s intention to adopt new services and applications. In relating TAM to m-commerce adoption and usage, the different components of TAM are analysed as follows.

**Perceived Usefulness.** The Perceived Usefulness (PU) of a system is defined as the extent to which individuals believe that using the new technology will enhance their task performance (Davis 1989). There is extensive research on information systems (IS) that provides evidence of the significant effect of perceived usefulness on usage intention (e.g. Davis et al. 1989; Venkatesh and Morris 2000). In terms of m-commerce, mobile phones play a key role in enhancing interpersonal communication, which is also a key factor in establishing business relationships (Boadi et al. 2007). Therefore, as market women assess the role of mobile phones in social and business communication, their perceived usefulness of mobile phones will influence their intention to accept and adopt m-commerce (Bhatti 2007).

Based on the discussed literature, it can be proposed that:

**Proposition 2**: Perceived usefulness will influence the intention of traders to adopt m-commerce.

**Perceived Ease of Use.** Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) is an individual’s assessment of the extent to which interaction with a specific technology is free of mental effort (Davis 1989). Davis (1989) argued that self-efficacy is one of the means by which PEOU influences behaviour. Applied to m-commerce, an easy-to-use mobile device removes the cognitive impediments to getting information through the device. Thus, the consumer develops a perception of having ‘some’ control over the mobile device. This perceived ease of use also influences the consumer’s perceived usefulness of the mobile device. Based on the discussed literature, it can be proposed that:

**Proposition 3**: PEOU, through PU, will have a positive effect on the intention of traders to adopt m-commerce.

However, other related research (Davis et al. 1989; Chau 1996) also argues that the influences of PEOU on PU diminish over time, as user proficiency with a technology increases (Kamel and Hassan 2003: 5). Kamel and Hassan (2003) therefore conclude that the TAM is appropriate in explaining the attitudes and usage intention of users during the early stages of adoption, but fails to consider the contextual influences such as culture and technology accessibility and affordability, which can affect the extent of usage in
post-adoption (Bhatti 2007; Boadi et al. 2007). In this paper we will explore three contextual factors—accessibility, affordability, and knowledge of the adopter—which influence m-commerce adoption and usage (Tarasewich et al. 2002; Milne 2000; Milne 2006).

Accessibility and Affordability. Affordability and accessibility tend to be intertwined. Accessibility means that service is accessible to all people (Milne 2000). Extant research distinguishes six types of access: physical, cognitive, affective, economic, social and political (McCready and Rice 1999). Physical accessibility has to do with the question of whether or not a medium is physically accessible. Cognitive accessibility has to do with understanding how systems work (technically) and how to master new technologies. Affective accessibility relates to attitudes and motivation with regard to the use of systems, such as confidence, efficacy, and trust. Economic accessibility relates to benefits and costs, while social accessibility relates to cultural norms, and political accessibility to power and knowledge gaps.

Galperin (2005) states that modern technology is capable of providing access anywhere, but the key challenge is paying for it. Affordability is only fully achieved by reducing barriers which prevent people from owning a mobile phone or using a shared-access mobile phone and reducing inhibitors which discourage people from making as many calls as they need to (Milne 2006). The barrier effect is partly related to physical and economic access and the inhibitor effect is partly related to income levels and mobile tariff price levels. Reports on the diffusion of mobile phones in developing regions like Africa provide some evidence of the reduction of the barrier effect (Sey 2009). However, the actual number of active mobile phone users is questionable, especially in developing regions where income levels are low and mobile tariff price levels are high (Heeks 2009). For example, a study observed that poor Nigerian households spend up to 8 percent of their income on telephone services (Intelecon 2005). Another study showed levels in the range of 10–14 percent on telephone expenditure among poor households in Tanzania (Souter 2005). These studies suggest that poor households in developing countries have relatively higher telephone expenditure levels, hence making mobile tariff price levels affordable is a prerequisite to the potential benefits to be accrued from usage. Based on the discussed literature, it can be proposed that:

**Proposition 4:** The readiness of the external mobile environment in terms of affordability will influence the mobile adoption and the extent of usage by traders.

**Proposition 5:** The readiness of the external mobile environment in terms of accessibility will influence the mobile adoption and the extent of usage by traders.

Knowledge of the Adopter. The knowledge of the adopter may be compared to the perceived ease of use (PEOU) as an attribute of self-efficacy. PEOU based on the knowledge of an adopter may arise due to the complexities of devices that call for necessary technical know-how for their successful adoption (Nambisan and Wang 2000). This implies that mobile systems need to have easy-to-use navigation, and fit into the daily routine of users (Kleijnen et al. 2004). Buellingen and Woerter (2002) highlight user-friendliness as a critical success factor for the use of mobile services. Hence, being able to match the complexity of mobiles and related services to a wider range of knowledge levels becomes a prerequisite to increasing adoption and usage. Based on the discussed literature, it can be proposed that:

**Proposition 6:** In relation to perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, the knowledge of a trader, as an adopter, will influence the actual usage of mobile services.

The above propositions are captured in a conceptual model for m-commerce adoption and usage, illustrated in Figure 1. This conceptual model is adopted as the theoretical framework for this research.

The model proposes that the behavioural intention to adopt m-commerce would be influenced by PU and PEOU, and the extent of usage of m-commerce would be influenced by behavioural intention (BI) and PU. The PU of m-commerce is conceptualized in terms of the 3 Cs framework—cost, convenience and communication. PEOU is conceptualized as the complexity or ease of use of the mobile phones and related services to the user. BI is conceptualized as reasons (or drivers) for adoption and is influenced by PEOU and PU. The extent of usage is conceptualized as the use of mobile phones to support the three steps in trading. However, these factors, PEOU, PU and BI tend not to be enough in explaining other contextual factors which mediate m-commerce adoption. Hence, it is
also proposed that the affordability and accessibility of mobile phones and knowledge of the adopter would mediate m-commerce adoption. The adoption and use of mobile phones will lead to three effects on micro-trading activities: enhanced communication, enhanced trading processes, and reformed structural processes (Jagun et al. 2007). The impact on micro-trading activities will enhance perceived usefulness and reinforce the behavioural intention to adopt and use mobile phones in trade.

The research questions to guide the data collection and analytical investigation of these propositions among m-commerce adoption and usage by Nigerian market women are:

1. Why do Nigerian market women adopt m-commerce or use mobile phones in trading activities? This question will enable us to investigate propositions 2, 3 and 6:
   - Perceived usefulness will influence the intention of traders to adopt m-commerce.
   - PEOU, through PU, will have a positive effect on the intention of traders to adopt m-commerce.
   - In relation to PU and PEOU, the knowledge of a trader, as an adopter, will influence the usage of mobile services.

2. What value/benefits are Nigerian market women (traders) obtaining from m-commerce adoption? What has been the impact of mobile phones on trading activities of the market women? These questions will enable us to investigate proposition 1:
   - The extent of integration of mobile into trading activities will influence the benefits obtained and impact realized by traders.

3. What challenges do they face in accessing and using mobiles in trading activities? This question will enable us to investigate propositions 4 and 5:
   - The readiness of the external mobile environment in terms of affordability will influence the mobile adoption and the extent of usage by traders.
   - The readiness of the external mobile environment in terms of accessibility will influence the mobile adoption and the extent of usage by traders.

The framework and these questions would guide the data collection and analysis processes.

Research methods

The underpinning research question is “how do mobile phones influence the micro-trading activities
of market women in Nigeria’. An exploratory study, as in this research, is particularly useful approach when a researcher wishes to improve the understanding of a phenomenon (Saunders et al. 2000) or assess a phenomenon in a new light (Robson 1993). This can be aided by the use of case study as a research method. Case studies are well-suited to new research areas or research areas for which existing theory seems inadequate (Eisenhardt 1989) and investigators have less control (Yin 1994). As earlier explained, m-commerce in developing countries is a developing research area and a more theoretically comprehensive approach is needed to establish a better understanding of the multi-stranded effects of mobile phones adoption, use and impact on adopters. This research adopts case study as the research method.

**Case study selection**

As posited by case study researchers (Walsham 1993; Yin 2003), there is no universally acceptable number of cases for case study research. The research could be based on a single case or many cases. This study is based on case study of two market women in Nigeria. The external validity of case studies is enhanced by the strategic selection of cases rather than their statistical selection (De Vaus 2001: 238). Walsham adds that the validity of the case study has more to do with the “plausibility and cogency of the logical reasoning” (Walsham 1993:15) and less with the number of cases.

The strategic selection of these two case studies entailed being somewhat knowledgeable about the characteristics of each case before the main case study began. Data collection was scheduled in two stages, consisting of a pilot study, which took place from May 2008, and a main study which took place from June to July 2008. The objective of the pilot study was, first, to explore the relevance of research questions and propositions and ensure that they were adequate to collect data which would suffice our research objectives. Secondly, we also sought to develop an understanding of the structure of markets in Nigeria, and screen and select potential case studies for the main study.

A pilot study was conducted with 15 market women selected from the Wuse and Gaza markets, which are amongst the largest markets in Abuja, the capital city of Nigeria. The marketplace system in Nigeria evolved out of periodic agricultural markets and a long history of trans-Saharan and trans-Atlantic trade (Dupire 1962). Since Abuja became the capital city of Nigeria in 1991, commercial activities in the erstwhile quiet northern territory have increased. Markets in Abuja are not only a focal point attracting trade migrants originating from Mali or Niger, they also serve as a hub for agricultural and farm produce from most of northern Nigeria. The market activities in Abuja tend to resonate to other states in Nigeria and other African countries linked to the state by trade. Considering other states, we envisioned that the impact of mobile phones in the micro-trading activities in Abuja would therefore have potentially broader impacts.

Four categories of traders were identified according to their type and scale of activities: (1) wholesalers, who are sometimes itinerant traders who travel to buy foodstuffs–potatoes, tomatoes and onions–in rural areas; (2) wholesale retailers, who sell foodstuffs in bulk to (3) retailers, who sell bags of foodstuffs directly to customers, or sell in smaller quantities to (4) petty traders and street hawkers.

Though the pilot study did not change the initial research questions and propositions, it enabled the researchers to select cases which could explore the research questions and propositions. Two market women—a potato trader and a tomato trader—were selected from the 15 women interviewed in the pilot study. The two market women represent wholesalers that had developed a network which spanned the first two categories of traders. The traders had engaged in micro-trading activities for more than 5 years and had owned and used mobiles in their trading activities for a minimum of 2 years. These traders had adopted some form of m-commerce which sufficed the analytical investigation in this research. The findings of the pilot study are presented in Appendix A.

**Data collection and analysis**

Data was obtained through semi-structured interviews, observation and documentary accounts—including industry reports and documents. To document the mobile-trading activities of these women, six interviews were done with the potato trader and eight interviews with the tomato trader. These interviews were conducted with the traders, their customers and trading suppliers. The four categories of questions on adoption, usage, challenges, and impact of mobiles were asked. Using the questions as a guide, the traders were allowed to openly discuss
their experiences in m-commerce adoption. The traders were also observed conducting transactions through their mobile phones.

To develop a contextual understanding of services provided by mobile network operators and associated mobile phone usage costs, two marketing personnel from the Glo mobile network operator and two retailers of mobile services for the three major mobile networks (MTN, Glo Mobile and Celtel) were interviewed.

Interviews were transcribed and discussed with interview participants to ascertain discrepancies and fill information gaps. The mode of analysing the case study was by use of pattern-matching, as explained by Yin (1994). This was done by seeking findings which support, or if not, further explain the research propositions.

### Case study findings

**Case A: Potato trader**

Hajiya Mairo (hereafter referred to as Hajiya) is a potato wholesaler at the Wuse market, Abuja. She purchased a mobile phone, Nokia 3310, in 2005. Her choice of mobile phone was primarily because of affordability (US $35 for a new handset) and its ease of use. Though her knowledge on using other mobile functions is limited, she finds her mobile phone relatively easy to use and can send SMS in her local language. Hajiya works with Amina, an itinerant potato trader, who travels about 400km from Wuse to the neighbouring rural areas to buy potatoes from farmers. Amina frequently calls Hajiya in Wuse using a call centre to inform her about the local supply and producer prices. Hajiya
advises on the price and quantity by assessing the current demand on the market. Communication is strained and quite often not timely, since telephone booths or commercial communication kiosks are few in the rural areas. Due to the limited network coverage in potato farming areas, Hajiya does not consider the substantial investment of equipping Amina with a mobile phone worthwhile. Hajiya comments that

“The costs of travelling from village to village could be saved if there was better network coverage in those villages. Hence, the farmers might also have their phones and I would be able to communicate directly. Therefore, there will be less or no journeys to make”.

There are also questions on appropriate usage. Hajiya suspects that Amina would use the mobile phone for non-business activities or her personal engagements. Concerning her trading with her customers, Hajiya states that:

“I exchange information between myself and my customers faster as they call to enquire when my truck of potatoes will be arriving and how much of it they want. This was not the case before I owned a mobile phone”.

Two trading partners and three customers of Hajiya interviewed in the research owned mobile phones which they used to communicate with her directly without intermediaries. By receiving information faster and more frequently, Hajiya is able to calculate demand, supply, and prices more accurately, which reduces the risk of losing money and improves her profit potential.

Case B: Tomato trader
Binta is a wholesale trader in Gaza market. She co-manages a family tomato farm with her husband in Jere, which is 350 km from Abuja Central. In 2003, Jere obtained GSM coverage and it immediately became worthwhile to acquire a mobile phone. Binta, her husband, and some of her employees purchased mobile phones. Prior to mobile adoption, telephone booths or commercial communication kiosks were used for communication between Binta and employees. According to Binta, the most important factor in coordinating the value-chain in tomato production is the timing of harvesting, packing, and transportation. The objective is to achieve an ultimate balance between supply and demand. Binta states that
“... Coordination of the business has become much easier. I can now quickly call my husband and say that the market in Abuja is good so he should send tomatoes at once. Or I ask him to hold back if there is a glut.”

Binta is on the post-paid price plan as she considers it being much cheaper for her total monthly calls and text messages. Her husband and employees subscribe to a pre-paid price plan. She uses a Nokia 3315 because of its ease of operation and durability. She also finds it user-friendly for text messaging. Concerning her customers, she explains that traders become more accessible to customers provided both parties have access to mobile phones. Binta and her customers use mobile banking services to confirm payments. One of Binta’s customers states that

“I used to travel to the market with large sums of money but now with my mobile phone, I call my bank to transfer some money to the ‘farm account’. When the transfer is confirmed, I call Binta and I get my tomatoes”.

Hence, since calls substitute for most of the journeys embarked on by traders and customers, there are benefits related to fewer risks of accidents and armed robbery attacks.

Discussion of case findings

This section discusses the case studies to understand how mobile phones are used in micro-trading activities; the benefits and impact; and the associated challenges.

Mobile phones and trading activities

To begin our analysis, we first ask: why do Nigerian market women adopt m-commerce or use mobile phones in micro-trading activities? Findings from the pilot study suggest that mobile phones are used to communicate and exchange information which relate to pre-trade, during-trade and post-trade activities (see Appendix A). These findings are not far from what is observed in the case studies discussed above. In Case A, Hajiya uses mobile phones to exchange information on supply, demand and prices with Amina and customers. In Case B, Binta uses mobile phones to coordinate activities between the farm in Jere and market in Abuja. She also uses the mobile banking services to confirm payments. In using mobile phones both have reformed their structural processes in managing supply and demand with more timely and relevant information and further enhanced their trading processes to be quicker and less costly.

As earlier argued, trading is primarily about information; hence, participants engaged in trade transactions seek for innovative ways to minimize costs in acquiring, exchanging and communicating information (Williamson 1985). In both case studies, the use of telephone booths or commercial communication kiosks formulated the pre-knowledge and experience of potential benefits from telecommunication devices and the impetus to move to mobile devices when mobile services became accessible and affordable. The motivations for adoption of mobile phones in business were primarily focused on obtaining perceived benefits. These perceived benefits, coupled with other social and familial uses (as in Case B), created the perception of usefulness of mobile phones for the traders. This characteristic of these traders tends to be suggestive of our second proposition that:

Perceived usefulness may influence the intention of traders to adopt m-commerce.

On the other hand, TAM argues that, at the early stage of adoption, PU is influenced by perceived ease of use of the technology, which leads to intention to use. Findings from our case study suggest that the traders purchased mobile phones which are relatively simple in functionality and easy to use. Sixty percent use low-cost Nokia mobile phones including Nokia 1100, 3310 and 3315. The choice of low-cost and easy-to-use mobile phones is consistent with the findings of previous research in Ghana (Boadi et al. 2007). The primary mobile function used by the 15 traders interviewed in the pilot study was voice calls (see Appendix A). Text messaging, phone contacts book, and calculators functionalities were used by five traders (33 percent) and mobile banking services were used by three traders (20 per cent). It was observed that the traders who used mobile phones beyond voice calls had either completed a primary level of education (four traders, 27 per cent) or secondary level of education (one trader, 7 per cent). These traders concurred that their educational background enhanced the literacy of the mobile functions. Hajiya mentioned her ability to send text messages in her local language and Binta discussed how the ease of use of the Nokia 3315 and her post-paid price plan encouraged her to use text messaging frequently. The findings are suggestive that the ability to integrate
functions beyond voice calls in trading activities is arguably a function of some level of education and the perceived ease of use of the mobile phones used by the trader. Heres et al. (2004) point to the design of technology, usability and skills as technological and cognitive barriers which influence mobile adoption. These barriers have a negative effect on the actual usage or extent of usage of mobile services. For example, the traders (33 per cent) who used the text messaging functionality could readily take advantage of promotions, surveys and alerts sent through text messages by mobile network operators. Three of these traders often shared such information with their less literate trading partners or other traders in the market association.

In effect, the technological adeptness of the trader in relation to mobile phones partly influences the extent of use of the features and services provided through the mobile phone and further influences the extent of benefits realized. These interrelationships between technology adoption and use and owner/adopter characteristics are consistent with findings from previous research (Donner 2007). From the above discussion, there is evidence that is suggestive of the fifth proposition:

In relation to PU and PEOU, the knowledge of a trader, as an adopter, can influence the actual use of mobile services.

In reference to our third research proposition, we do identify traders opting for mobile phones, which are not only easy to use but comparably less expensive. This is evident in the case of Binta and Hajiya. Hence, the traders in this study tend to adopt the path of least cost of adoption—in terms of the cost of acquisition and the cost of usability. Cognitive and economic accessibility are argued to be influenced both by the efforts of consumers and by the extent to which mobile phone manufacturers manage to keep the effort required of users at a minimum (Bouwman et al. 1996). The findings in this study suggest the part played by traders as consumers; they adopt measures to reduce their economic and cognitive accessibility barriers in acquiring and using mobile phones (McCreadie and Rice 1999). Hence, we find evidence to suggest that:

PEOU, through PU, may have a positive effect on the intention of traders to adopt m-commerce during the pre-adoption stage.

We may also argue that in micro-trading activities, traders take the path of least cost of adoption of mobile phones in terms of acquisition and usability.

Benefits obtained by traders

The benefits obtained by the traders primarily have operational and relational effects on their trading activities—enhanced communication, enhanced trading processes, and some reformed structural processes. To analyse the benefits, we draw on the feature-benefit model (Table 2). The basic features of immediacy, ubiquity and personalization contributed benefits which enhanced the businesses of both market women. These features enabled mobile devices to redefine the ‘place’ factor and reduce the need to have ‘face-to-face’ contact in trade transactions. Hajiya is able to monitor delivery times of goods and plan for contingencies. Binta intimated on the reduced cost of coordinating operations and reduced risk in taking long journeys. These remote or ‘virtual’ negotiations and management are facilitated by the ubiquity and immediacy features of mobile services. The features enhance the timeliness in communication and decision-making to create better control of supply, demand and prices and open opportunities for deepening relationships and personalized services.

However, while there is evidence of enhanced communication and trading processes for the traders, we join Heeks and Jagun (2007) to ask if there are any significant changes to the supply chain in this form of trade? In Case A, there is no evidence of a change in the structure of the supply chain. There is evidence of enhanced communication and trading processes from the use of the call centre to call Hajiya’s mobile phone. Physical access challenges–poor network coverage–have primarily stalled the intention to use mobile phones and hence the potential benefits realized are comparably less. This demonstrates how the readiness of the environment—physical accessibility—influences the adoption and extent of usage of mobile phones. In Case B, there were comparable issues of physical access–no network coverage–prior to mobile adoption. After the physical accessibility challenge was addressed, we identified that mobile banking services have introduced a new ‘virtual’ participant—the bank or ‘farm account’—into during-trade and post-trade stages of transactions. The pilot study findings (Appendix A) suggest that two traders, other than Binta, use mobile banking services. These traders are
using mobile phones to create something new to their structural processes—access to services which were not previously available or readily accessible. This introduction of ‘virtual’ participants in the form of mobile banking services as a key component in the supply chain—confirming the fulfilments of transactional terms—has been noted in a previous study on mobile phone usage by fishermen and farmers in Ghana (Boadi et al. 2007). Heeks and Jagun (2007) characterize such a change as a transformational effect on the traditional commerce processes. We may therefore argue that there is some evidence of reformed structural processes which has a transformational effect on the supply chain.

However, on the level of the trader as an individual, we ask further, what are the implications of the benefits to development? Studies show that access to telephone services constitutes an important tool for the improvement of living standards (Cronin et al. 1993). Aminuzzaman et al. (2003) suggest assessing the impact of mobile phones on the poor from a more multi-stranded perspective. The authors envision the mobile phone as a ‘ripple-effect technology’ whose impact spreads across many aspects of the life of individuals and their communities. A multi-stranded impact includes:

- Economically—income, decision-making power, involvement and control over economic transactions; and
- Socially—widening network of beneficiaries and gender roles in society.

Economic empowerment is evident in both case studies. This was reiterated by the head of the market women’s association in Wuse market during the pilot study. The findings suggest the traders improved their income from cost reduction, better management of supply, and increased decision-making and control in transactions. We may argue that in micro-trading activities, enhancing communication and trading processes through mobile phones directly or indirectly improves revenue and enhances decision making and control, and thereby economically empowers traders.

On the other hand, the findings also suggest exploring the influence that mobile phones have on the traditional market transactions in cultures, like that of Nigeria, that depend on rich interpersonal communication or face-to-face interaction in transactions (Hofstede 1985). Face-to-face interaction is preferred in these cultures because of the greater intensity of socializing and more verbal communication (Bajaj and Leonard 2004). A number of authors have posed similar questions on the uptake of the e-commerce in countries where customers are used to physically touching and ‘seeing’ goods before they are purchased (Harrison-Walker 2002; Okoli and Mbarika 2003). Mobile phones, as a communication medium, facilitate more verbal communication which can create new or reinforce existing social and business networks. The features of mobile phones enable mobile users to substitute enhanced communication and accessibility over distance for ‘face-to-face’ interaction in social-business relationships including trade transactions. Thus, the ability of mobile functions to interface with social-business relationships makes mobile devices a more suitable alternative medium for communication where the ‘culturally-preferred’ face-to-face interaction is constrained by distance.

### Table 3. Monthly income ranges among selected trader groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Approximate Monthly income USD</th>
<th>Affordability One Recharge card per week/Percentage of income in a month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rice retailer</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>$4 14% 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice wholesaler</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>$4 10% 52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato retailer</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>$4 20% 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato wholesaler (Case A)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>$4 9% 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomatoes retailer</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>$4 14% 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomatoes wholesaler (Case B)</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>$4 8% 21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenges to m-commerce adoption and usage by traders

The extent of benefits obtained, especially costs benefits, is mediated by accessibility to mobile phones by both parties in the transaction. This is evident in Case...
A: transportation costs could be cut down if Amina had access to a mobile phone. Hence, while Hajiya has a positive attitude towards mobile adoption and a good perception of its usefulness, issues concerning appropriate usage and poor network coverage in rural areas have discouraged Hajiya from purchasing a mobile phone for Amina. These issues relate to physical access and perceptions of usage behaviour. These contextual factors influence access and use and thereby affect the extent of benefits obtained.

Affordability was found to be a major challenge to the market women since their revenue potential was quite inconsistent. This influenced economic access to mobile airtime and other accessories, and thus increased the inhibitor effects. Recharge cards for mobile airtime range from $4.00 to $10.00, which can be easily consumed depending on the number of calls made in a day. If each trader buys one $10 recharge card per week, then from Table 3, first, mobile phone usage is more affordable for wholesalers as compared to retailers. Secondly, in order to make calls, retailers would be spending between 14 to 52 per cent of their monthly income on recharge cards. The case of Binta and her employees illustrates this challenge of economic access. Binta, as a wholesaler and a high income earner in trader groups, subscribes to a post-paid plan which she considers to be comparably less expensive, while employees who are comparably low income earners subscribe to a pre-paid plan.

In effect, since economic access influences inhibitor effects (for example, the frequency of use or making calls), the benefits obtained may be comparatively less. It presupposes that the extent of benefits obtained tends to be partly influenced by the extent of mobile access and usage by traders and their trading partners in their value chain. Traders who are able to integrate or use mobile phones into all the trading activities in their trading value chain–pre-, during- and post-transactions–are likely to realize more benefits and impact. We find evidence to suggest that:

The readiness of the external mobile environment–affordability and accessibility–may influence the mobile adoption and the extent of usage by traders.

In summary, this research found evidence that tends to support all the propositions posited in the research. There are also three new lessons which provide a better understanding of the dynamics between mobile phones and micro-trading activities of Nigerian market women. The new lessons are:

1. In micro-trading activities, traders take the path of least cost of adoption of mobile phones in terms of acquisition and usability.
2. In micro-trading activities, the extent of benefits obtained tends to be partly influenced by the extent of mobile access and usage by traders and their trading partners in their value chain.

3. In micro-trading activities, enhancing communication and trading processes through mobile phones directly or indirectly improves revenue and enhances decision making and control, and thereby economically empower traders.

Conclusion

In reference to the research gaps highlighted in the introduction of the paper, the study has generated valuable insights and lessons for research and practice. The study shows that, regarding micro-trading, traders use mobile phones for pre-, during- and post-trade activities. This form of usage leads to enhanced communication and enhanced trading processes. The benefits obtained by the trader tend to be partly influenced by the extent of mobile phone usage by the trader and other participants—customers and trading partners—in the value chain. Limited accessibility, be it physical, economic or cognitive (knowledge of adopter), influences the level of usage and extent of benefits obtained.

In using TAM to understand the factors which influence adoption, our findings tend not to be far from that of previous research on technology adoption (Kamel and Hassan 2003; Bhatti 2007). There is evidence to suggest the effect of PU and PEOU on the intention to adopt m-commerce. However, we learn that traders take the path of least cost of adoption of mobile phones in terms of cost of acquisition and usability. Wu and Wang (2005) considered the adoption cost as essential in m-commerce settings and also as having a significant influence on perceived usefulness and ease of use. Thus, the development of strategies of mobile network operators should consider the cost of acquisition and usability for those at the ‘bottom of the pyramid’ which also represents a significant market size (Duncombe and Boateng 2009). In terms of actual usage, the knowledge of the trader plays a critical role in determining the type of mobile functionality used. Some traders, though few in number, innovatively use mobile banking services as a ‘virtual participant’ confirming payments and thereby reform their structural processes in transactions. This innovative use has a transformational effect on the existing supply chain. At the level of the trader as an individual, the effects of mobile phones on trading activities contribute to the economic empowerment of the market woman. An increase in the knowledge and skill of using mobile functions and services has a higher potential of increasing economic empowerment for the market woman.

In effect, concerning implications for practice and policy, the innovative use of mobile services in trading activities should be encouraged. Sen (1999: 75) argues from the human-centred development perspective that the concept of development should go beyond providing commodities to considering the ‘capability to function’—what a person can do with the commodities they come to possess or control. We recommend that the current ‘mobiles for development’ movement should consider campaigns targeted at educating traders on mobile functions and services—beyond voice calls and text messaging—which may enhance their trading activities. For example, educating traders and farmers to use short messaging services (SMS) to access the West African agriculture market portal, www.tradenet.biz, could contribute to extending their market reach. In the context of gender development in Nigeria, measures to educate or equip women with skills and resources that will lead into economic empowerment have been emphasized by previous research (Nkamnebe 2008). This call for action will require the combined efforts of policy makers, practitioners and researchers. In terms of research, the work of Parikh and Lazowska (2006), focusing on the design of mobile architecture for information delivery in rural India, has taken a step in doing so. However, there is room for more research.

This study was limited to two case studies of market women in Nigeria. Future research may focus on a quantitative approach using survey methods to test how the research propositions and lessons are reflected in a larger population of traders. Researchers may also investigate the actual usage patterns of adopters in terms of which mobile functions and services are used and how usage patterns relate with different micro-economic activities or professions. This may include taxi services in transportation, and carpenters and potters in manufacturing. The research propositions and lessons developed in this study may guide the future research suggested. More research is important to effectively harness the potential of this rapidly diffusing technology for development.
Appendix A

Key Findings from Pilot Study

Table 4 shows a summary of findings from the 15 market women who were interviewed in the pilot study. The mobile usage patterns differ by the trading stage: 13 market women (90 percent) claimed to use mobile phones in pre-trade activities; 11 market women (75 percent) used them in post-trade activities; and 3 market women (20 percent) used them in during-trade activities. Pre-trade activities include ordering goods directly from farmers or through itinerant traders, and informing customers on the availability of goods. During-trade activities include calculating sales and purchases; use of mobile banking to confirm payments; and calling employees in other marketplaces to monitor the demand for goods and pricing strategies of competitors. Post-trade activities include contacting customers to follow-up on services provided and address inquiries and complaints. Mobile phones tend to be used primarily to communicate and exchange information which relates to pre-and post-trade activities. The factors which affect usage include literacy (knowledge of the adopter), operational costs, poor network coverage and theft of mobile phones in the market.

Concerning the benefits obtained, the market women, especially the head of the market women’s association in Wuse market, reiterated that mobile adoption is an added advantage to the growth of their enterprises and is a way of empowering women and making communication easier. Access to their customers also enhances decision-making and better management of inventory and supply. The convenience in communication and the reduced searching costs and risks from embarking on long journeys contributed to the adoption of mobile phones for business.
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